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Consider a class of optimization problems with the sum, bottleneck and capacity objective
functions for which the cardinality of the set of feasible solutions is m and the size of every
feasible solution is N. We prove that in a general probabilistic framework the value of the
optimal solution and the value of the worst solution are asymptotically almost surely (a.s.)
equal provided logm = o(N) as Nand m become large. This result implies that for such
a class of combinatorial optimization problems almost every algorithm finds asymptotically
optimal solution! The quadratic assignment problem, the location problem on graphs, and a
pattern matching problem fall into this class.
·This research was primary done while the author was visiting INRI A, Rocquencourt, France, and he wishes
to thank INRIA (projects ALGO, MEVAL and REFLECS) for a generous support. In addition, support was
provided by NSF Grants CCR-9201078, NCR-9206315 and INT-8912631, by Grant AFOSR.90-0107, and in
part by NATO Collaborative Grant 0057/89.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider in this paper a. class of optimization problems that can be formulated as
follows: for some integer n define either ZmllX = maxaE8,,{LiES,,(a) wi(a)} or Zmax =
maxcrE8n{miniESn(cr)Wj(a:)} (Zmin respectively), where Bn is the set of all feasible solu-
tions, Sn(a:) is the set of all objects belonging to the a-th feasible solution, and Wi(a:) is
the weight assigned to the i-th object in the o:-th solution. For example, in the travel-
ing salesman problem (14], Bn represents the set of all Hamiltonian paths, Sn(a:) Is the
set of edges belonging to the a-th Hamiltonian path, and wi(a) is the length (weight) of
the i-th edge. Traditionally, the former problem is called the optimization problem with
sum-objective function, while the latter is known a.<> the capacity optimization problem. In
addition, Zrnin = minaEBn{max;esn(a) Wi(an is named the bottleneck optimization problem.
Combinatorial optimization problems arise in many areas of science and engineering.
Among others we mention here: the (capacity and bottleneck) assignment problem [9j, [24],
the (bottleneck and capacity) quadratic assignment problem [10], [17, 18], the minimum span-
ning tree [6}, the minimum weighted k-clique problem [6], [15], geometric location problems
[16J, and some others not directly related to optimization such as the height and depth of
digital trees [13], [20], the maximum queue length [19], hashing with lazy deletion [1]' pattern
matching [3], edit distance [23J, and so forth. We analyze this class of problems in a proba-
bilistic framework which assumes that the weights wi(a) are random variables drawn from a
common distribution function F(·). We also assume that the cardinality of the feasible set is
m (i.e., IBnl = m) and the cardinality of Sn(a) is N for every 0: E Bn.
Our interest lies in identifying a class of combinatorial problems for which Zrnin '" Z.
and Zmax '" Z.. (a.s.) for N,m --+ 00 where Z. and Z"' are the worst solutions of the above
optimization problems. This will imply that almost every solution of such an optimization
problem is a.<>ymptotically optimal in the sense that the relative error (Zmnx - Z.)/Zmax
(resp. (Zrnin - Z"')/Zrnin) converges to zero in a probabilistic sense. As a simple consequence,
one can pick any algorithm to solve these problems, and with high probability it will be
asymptotically optimal!
More precisely, we prove that for the sum-objective function ZmllX = N p, +o(N) (a.s.)
and Zrnin = Np, - o(N) (a.s.), and for the bottleneck and capacity optimization problem
respectively Zmin '" F- 1(1_ 0(1)) and Zmax '" P-l(0(1)) (a.s.) provided log m = o(N) where
p, and P-1 (.) are the average value and the inverse of the distribution for weights Wj(O:).
There are many combinatorial problems that falls under our model. We mention here the
quadratic assignment problem, a class of location problems, the pattern matching problem,
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and so forth (d. [4]). We shall discuss some details of these problems in the last section.
The formulation of the problem and its solution seemed to be new, even if the analysis
present in this paper is quite simple. There are some scattered results in this direction (cf.
[3], [10], [21]), but none of them addresses this issue in its generality. There is, of course, a
huge volume of literature on combinatorial optimization problems (cf. [14]) but usually one
assumes logm = O(N) and every problem is treated case by case.
During the revision of this paper, we have learned that in 1985 Burkard and Fincke [4J
studied exactly the same problem. However, the authors of [4J proved their result only for
bounded distribution on [0,1] and only for convergence in probability. These restrictions
are crucial for the proof presented in (4]. Actually, our almost sure convergence solves the
problem posed by Burkard and Fincke [4J. Needless to say, our technique of the proof is
completely different and this allows to extend the results of Burkard and Fincke to a very
general probabilistic framework.
2. RESULTS
We consider separately optimization problems with the sum-objective function, and the
capacity and bottleneck optimization problems.
2.1 Optimization Problems with Sum~ObjectiveFunction
(1)ZnUn(Sn) = min { E Wi(a)} ,
<>'E8n iESn(<>')
Let n be an integer (e.g., number of vertices in a graph, size of a matrix, number of keys
in a digital tree, etc.), and 811. a set of objects (e.g., set of vertices, elements of a matrix,
keys, etc). We shall investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal values Zmax(S11.)
and Zmin(811. ) defined as follows
Zm=(Sn) = max { E Wi(a)}
<>'E8n . S ( )IE n <>'
where 811. is a set of all feasible solutions, S11.(a) is a set of objects from Sn belonging to the
a-th feasible solution, and w;(a) is the weight assigned to the i-th object in the o:·th feasible
solution. We often write Zmax and Zmin instead of ZmllX(Sn) and Zmin(S11.), respectively.
Observe that Zmin is the worst solution for the optimization problem Zmax and vice versa.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the following assumptions:
(A) The cardinality [Bnl of B11. is fixed and equal to m. The cardinality IS11.(a)1 of the set
811.(0:) does not depend on 0: E B11. and for all a it is equal to N, l.e., [811.(0:)] = N.
(B) For all 0: E 811. and i E Sn(a) the weights w;(a) are identically and independently
distributed (ij.d.) random variables with common distribution function F(·), and the
mean value 11-, the variance 0-2, and the third moment JL3 are finite.
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Assumption (B) defines a probabilistic model of our problem (1). In our main result below,
assumption (B) can be boldly relaxed by imposing only stationarity and some mlxlng condi-
tions on the weights (which do not necessary have to be identically distributed, too). Also,
extensions of our assumption (A) are possible. We shall not explore these possibilities in the
paper.
For our strongest result (i.e., the almost sure convergence) we need an additional assump-
tion that basically says that our combinatorial structure has a monotonicity property:
(C) The objective function Zmax(Sn) (resp. Zmin(Sn)) is a nondecreasing (resp. nonincreas-
ing) with respect to n, and also ]Bn+ll ~ IBnl.
Most of combinatorial problems satisfy (C). For example, all problems discussed in Section
3 fall unde, (C).
Our main result can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (A)-(C), as N, m ---+ 00 with n ---+ 00
provided
Z";n = N fJ. - o(N) (a.s.)
logm=o(N) .
Zmax = NJL + o(N) (2)
(3)
If assumption (C) is dropped, then (2) holds in a weaker sense, namely Zmax ...... Zmin ...... NJL
in probability (pr.).
Proof. We first prove (2) for the convergence in probability assuming only (A) and (B), and
then by adding (C) we extend it to the almost sure convergence. Below, we consider only
Zmnx- The lower bound trivially follows from the Ergodic Theorem (cf. [5]) and the fact that
maxa E8n{LiESn(a) wj(a)} ~ E{L;ESn(a) w;(a)} = NJL. We focus now on the upper bound.
Note that we can rewrite (1) as
Z - N + 'Ii {L.eS"lolW;(a)-NfJ.}max - JL (TV J'I max r;;r
aEB" (TV N (4)
Let Xa = (LiESn(a)w;(a) - NJL)!(T...[ii. Then, our optimization problem is equivalent to
finding the maximum over {Xa}aEBn .
Let FN(x) = Pr{Xo '" x}. F'om Felle, [8] (Chap. XVI.7) we know that fm x = o(,;N)
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where (5)
and cl)(x) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Now, by (5) and
Boole's inequality for x = o(..f]ii)
Pr{maxXa > x}
aEBn
Pr{Xl > x orX2 > x or , ... , or X m > x}
S m(1 - FN(X)) = (I + o(lJ)m(1 - <l>(x)) exp(A1x3/vN) .
Define am as the smallest solution to the following equation
m(l- <l>(am )) = I , (6)
and observe that asymptotically am '" ../2 log m (cr. [11]). Then, the inequality in the last
display becomes for any e > aas long as am = o(.../N)
Pr{maxX. > am (1 +e)} S (I +o(I))m(l- <l>(am (1+ e)))exp (A1a~(1+e)3/vN)
aEBn
But asymptotically 1- q>(am(1 +e)) ::; (1- (1)(am))e-2~(I~ l and together with (6), tms implies
Finally, as long as aml../N = 0(1) (cr. (3)) one can find such 6 > a that
I
Pr{maxX. > am(1 + eJ) S ,lllEBn m (7)
wmch completes the proof of (2) for the convergence in probability.
To prove the stronger almost sure convergence result, we need some additional consid-
erations. Note that (7) does not yet warrant an application of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma,
hence we apply the idea presented in Kingman [12J. Let Zm = IDB.XaEB
n
{X lll } , and observe
that under our assumption (C) the quantity Zm is a nondecreasing sequence with respect
to n (hence also with respect to m due to (C)) such that Zm "" ../2Iogm (pr.) with the
rate of convergence as in (7). Fix now s, and find such T that s2r :5 m :5 (s + 1)2r. The
subsequence Z,,2r almost surely converges to ../2 log s2r by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. Due
to monotonicity of Zm we also have for any m
li Zm li Z"+1)2' J21og(s + 1)2'IDSUp < msup J . = 1 (a.s.),
n_oo v2logm - r_OO 2log(s +1)2r v2 log s2r
and this completes the proof of the Theorem 1. •
Remark. In fact 1 from the proof one may conclude the following refinment of the upper
bound: Zmnx - NIL = O(J2cr2N log m). It should be noted that the second term is of
order O(N) when log m = O(N), and our results brakes down. Nevertheless, even in the
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case logm = o(N) the second term may contribute significantly to the asymptotics, and in
practice it cannot be completely ignored (cf. Section 3.3).
A direct consequence of our Theorem 1 is the following corollary.
Corollary. Let condition (3) holds. Then,
(8)
provided N, m --+ 00••
The above corollary says that any algorithm of our optimization problem almost always
finds a good (i.e., asymptotically optimal) solution, provided condltion (3) holds. Below, we
discuss three well known combinatorial problem that fall under our assumptions.
In passing, we note that assumption (B) can be substantially relaxed. Indeed, the lower
bound holds for all weights that form a stationary ergodic sequence. For the upper bound, we
need an extension of (5) which holds for some stationary sequences with appropriate mixing
conditions (cf. [5]). Also, the identically distributed weights can be replaced by a more
general assumption as long as (5) can be established.
2.2 Bottleneck and Capacity Optimization Problems
In this subsection we consider the capacity and optimization problems defined as
Zmin(Sn) = min max w;(o:) ,
aEBn iES",(a)
(9)
where the notation is exactly the same as in the previous section. In addition, we consider
the worst solutions defined as
Z.(Sn) = min min w;(a)
aEOn iESn(a)
Z'(Sn) = max max w;(a).
aEOn iESn(O') (10)
In sequel we write Zmin and Z· instead of Zmin(Sn) and Z-(Sn), and we concentrate on the
bottleneck optimization problems.
As above we adopt assumption (A)-(C), however, we slightly modify the assumption (B).
Namely,
(B') The weights are i.i.d. random variables with distribution function F(·) that is a strictly
increasing (continuous) function.
Then, we prove the following result.
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Theorem 2. (i) For the bottleneck optimization problems under assumptions (A), (B') and
(C), as N, m -+ 00 with n -+ 00
Zmin = r'(l- 0(1)) (a.s.) Z' = F-'(l- 0(1)) (11)
provided (3) holds, that is, logm = o(N). Actually, F-1 (1-logm/N) S Z";n S F-'(l-l/N)
(a.s.). Thus, limm.....ooPr{Zmin - Z*::; o(l)Zmin} = 1.
(11) For the capacity optimization problem under the same assumptions as in (i) we have
Zma;>< rv Z* rv F-l(O(1)). Also limm.....oo Pr{Zmax - Z'" ::; 0(1)Zmax} = 1.
Proof. We only prove part (i). The important property of the bottleneck (and capacity)
optimization problems - that allow us to obtain the above results under our general proba-
bilistic framework (e.g., assumption (B')) - is the so called ranking-dependence (cf. [22]). By
th.is we mean that the optimal solution depends only on the rank of the weights wj(a) but
not on specific values of Wi(a). More formally, if I is the set of stridly increasing functions,
then for every f E I the following is true
f(Z.,;n) = min {max f(w;(o))}.
aEBn IESn(a)
(12)
Since by assumption (B') the distribution function F(.) and its inverse F-l(-) are strictly in-
creasing, we can prove out theorem for a particular distribution (e.g., exponential or uniform),
and then transform by F-l(.) to any distribution. This is our plan.
Let Xa = maxiESn Wi(O:). Then,
Pr{Z.,;n S x} S mPr{Xn S x} = m(F(x)t
Let bn be a solution of the following equation mFN(bn ) = 1. Then, for any G > 0 and uniform
distribution (we select here our distribution that fits best to our purpose), the above becomes
where the first equality of the above follows from the fact that 1 = mFN(bn) = mb;'X. Solving
this equation we obtain bn = m-1/ N = c!ogmjN = 1- O(logmjN) = 1- 0(1) since by (3)
logm = o(N). This proves the lower bound (a.s.).
To obtain the upper bound, we consider Z"', and as before we obtain the following bound
Pr{Z' > x} S NmPr{w;(o) > x} = Nm(l- F(x)).
We observe that we could also bound Zmin by Zmin ::; maxiESn wj(a) = X a, and then in the
last display Nm should be replaced by N. Now, we consider the exponential distribution,
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and define an as a solution of N me-a" ::= 1, that is, an ::= log mN.
becomes for any E. > 0
1
Pr{Z' > (1+ o)an) :S (nN)' = 0(1)
Observe that the above
which proves the upper bound for the convergence in probability. To extend this result to the
almost sure convergence, we follow the footsteps of our approach from the proof of Theorem
1..
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we discuss in some details three optimization problems, namely, the
quadratic assignment problem, the location problem, and the pattern matching problem.
We restrict our discussion to optimization problems with the sum-objective function. An
extension to bottleneck and capacity optimization problems is easy (cL [4]).
3.1 The Quadratic Assignment Problem
Let A::= (aij) and B::= (bij) be two real n x n matrices, and let 11"(-) be a permutation of
{1,2, ... , n}. Then, the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is defined as
(13)
where Bn is the set of all permutations of {I, .. " n}. Clearly, the QAP falls into our general
formulation (1) with N ::= n2 and m ::= n!. Note that log m "" nlog n ::= o(n2), so our condition
(3) holds. Therefore, if our assumption (B) is satisfied (e.g., this will hold if the matrices
are generated independently from a common distribution), then our Theorem 1 holds and
Zmin""" ZIllax "" n2J1 (a.s.) where J1::= EaijEbij. In fact, from the remark after the Corollary,
we know that Zmin_n2J1 :::: D(n3 / 2y'IOg7i") , as also proved by Rhee [18] in a more sophisticated
probabilistic model. For some other references see [10], [17].
m passing, we should note that the linear assignment problem (LAP) does not fall into
our category. In this case, as single matrix A is given, and
Then, N ::= nand m ::= n!, and hence logm =j:. o(N). Theorem 1 does not apply to this
situation. In fact, for the uniform distribution of weights we know that 1.43 :$; EZmin ~ 2
(d. {7]. It is conjectured that EZmin "" l'I'2/6 ::::: 1.67 .... On the other hand, it is easy
to prove that for the exponential distribution of weights ZIllax '" nlogn (pr.) while for the
normally distributed weights Zmox ~ nv'21og n (pr.) (d. (9], [15], [21], [24]).
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3.2 Location Problem on Graphs
A general location problem can be formulated as follows. Let Xl, X2, ••• , X n be a given set
of points. The median problem selects L points Cl, C2, .. " CL so as to minimize (maximize)
the distance between these points and the points Xl,X2, ••• ,Xn . To formulate the problem
in terms of our general optimization problem (1), we introduce a distance function (random
variable) d(Xi, Xj) which represents weights for a pair (Xi, Xj). As a feasible solution 0: =
(Cl, •.• ,CL), we accept any choice of L points out of n, so that cardinality of IBnl = (L).
Then, we have (cf. [16])
n-L
Zmin= min:L min {d(Xi,CjH.
aEOn ;=1 l$j$L
Some simplification of the problem can be achieved if one considers the location problem
on a (complete directed) graph. Indeed, let Wij be a weight assigned to the (i, j)-edge with the
distribution function F(·). By a feasible solution, we understand a subset 0: = {Cl, •.. , cd c
M = {I,2, ... , n} of cardinality L of vertices in a complete graph J(n' Then, the L median
problem becomes (for the maximum)
Note that IBnl = G:) ..... nLj L! for bounded L. Let us define Wi(O:) = maxjEa Wij' Note that
under assumption (B) the distribution Fw(x) of Wi(O:) is FL(x). The average value EW of
Wj(O:) is rather easy to evaluate in most interesting cases. For example, if the weights are
exponentially distributed, then EW = HL where HL is the L-th harmonic number; if the
weights are uniformly distributed on [O,IJ, then EW:::: Lj(L+I), and so forth (d. Galambos
[11]). Since, m = IBnl = nLjL!, and N = n - L, then for bounded L our condition (3) of
Theorem 1 holds, and therefore
Zmin - Zm~ ~ (n - L)EW +O(uwV2nLlogn) ~ (n - L)EW (a.s.) .
In particular, Zmin ..... Zmax ..... (n - L)HL (a.s.) for the exponential distribution of weights,
and Zmax ..... Zmin = (n - L )Lj(L + 1) (a.s.) for the uniformly distributed weights.
3.3 Pattern Matching Problem
We consider the following string matching problem: Given are two strings, a text string
a = UIU2 ••• an and a pattern string b = b1b2••• b[( of lengths nand J( respectively, such that
symbols ai and bj belong to a V-ary alphabet:E = {1,2, ... , V}. The alphabet may be finite
or not. Let Cj be the number of positions at which the substring Ujai+I ..•Ui+[(_1 agrees with
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the pattern b. That is, Ci = Ef::l equal(ai+j_l,bj ) where equal(x,y) is one if x=:: y, and
zero otherwise (the index j that is out of range is understood to stand for 1 +(j mod n)).
We are interested in the quantity
wh.ich represents the best matching between b and any K-substring of a, and could be viewed
as a measure of similarity between these strings. Clearly, the above problem falls into our
general formulation with m = nand N = I(.
We analyze Mm,K under the following probabilistic assumption: symbols from the alphabet
E are generated independently, and symbol i E E occurs with probability Pi. This probabilistic
model is known as the Bernoulli model [20]. It is equivalent to our assumption (B). From
Theorem 1 we conclude that Mn,K ..... [(P (a.s.) provided log n = o([(), where P = EY=l pl
is the average value of a match in a given position. The case logn = O(K) was treated in
Arratia et at. [2].
From the proof of Theorem 1 we also conclude that for the case log n = o(K) we have
Mn,K '" K P + O( J2(P - P2)K logn) (pr.). However, a precise estimate of the second term
in the above asymptotics is quite involved. Recently, Atallah. et ul. [3] proved that for a wide
range of input probabilities Pi the following is true: Mn,K ..... J( P + J2(P T)I( log n (pr.)
where T = EY::1 pro
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